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Silicate weathering feedback is one of the principal 

mechanisms thought to regulate atmospheric CO2 and climate 
throughout Earth’s history [1]. Central to this hypothesis is the 
concept that continental weathering is enhanced during 
episodes of global warming and remains elevated until 
atmospheric CO2 levels, and hence global temperatures, have 
returned to their pre-perturbation states. Ground-truthing this 
theory requires proxies that are sensitive to changes in global 
weathering regimes over timescales equivalent to the climatic 
perturbations. The radiogenic strontium (87Sr/86Sr) isotope 
system has frequently been used to characterise such changes 
in continental weathering through time, although limits on 
analytical precision coupled with the long residence time of Sr 
in seawater (>2 Myr) have traditionally meant that significant 
shifts in the flux and/or composition of Sr reaching the oceans 
were needed to detectably perturb the 87Sr/86Sr composition of 
seawater over short timescales. However, recent increases in Sr 
analytical precision now mean that variations in 87Sr/86Sr can 
be used to constrain the extent of continental weathering over 
short (<100 kyr) intervals [2], raising the possibility of using 
this system to investigate transient increases in continental 
weathering and potentially provide the ‘smoking gun’ for 
silicate weathering feedback. 

This study presents new high-precision 87Sr/86Sr data 
across the PETM and MECO hyperthermal events. 
Foraminifera from multiple core sites are used to verify the 
global nature of these high-precision Sr records and their 
ability to assess changes in global weathering during these 
extreme climatic intervals. Our results are compared to other 
weathering sensitive proxy data and to the weathering 
perturbations predicted across these periods, and are used to 
assess the extent to which silicate weathering feedback may 
have contributed to climatic recovery during these events. 
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